
   
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

OPEN MEETING
    
 

Date: Thursday, July 18, 2019, 12:00 p.m.
Location: Second Floor Committee Room, City Hall, Fredericton

1. Committee Membership

Councillor Bruce Grandy, Chair
Councillor Eric Megarity, Vice-Chair
Councillor Dan Keenan, Member
Councillor Greg Ericson, Member
Councillor Kate Rogers, Member
Councillor Mark Peters, Member
Councillor John MacDermid, Member
Councillor Stephen Chase, Member
Councillor Kevin Darrah, Member
Councillor Henri Mallet, Member

2. Agenda

Declaration of Conflict of Interest

Members of Council must disclose if they have a conflict of interest in any matter which is
the subject of consideration before Council.

2.1 Growing Fredericton's Economy Together

PowerPoint Presentation by: (15 mins)

Bob Chisholm, Fredericton Chamber of Commerce●

Jeff Saunders, Fredericton Chamber of Commerce●

2.2 Economic Growth

PowerPoint Presentation by: (15 mins)

Sarah Corey-Hollohan, Investment Attraction Specialist, Ignite●



2.3 Technology Innovation Partnership - Hot Spot

PowerPoint Presentation by: (15 mins)

Phillip Curley, CEO, HotSpot●

2.4 Housing First Fund Reallocation

Facilitated by: (5 mins)

Councillor Eric Price●

2.5 Single Room Occupancy Zoning

Facilitated by: (5 mins)

Councillor Eric Price●



GROWING 
FREDERICTON’S 
ECONOMY TOGETHER
FREDERICTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PRESENTATION TO THE CITY OF FREDERICTON’S 

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

18 JULY 2019
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• Chamber Update

• Economic Development / Ignite Fredericton

• Tourism

• Development

• Immigration
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CHAMBER UPDATE

• 2019-20 Board sworn in last month – President Karen Grant, Kiers Marketing

• State of the City was a big hit with attendees (as well as holding at lunchtime)

• Launching Immigration Advocacy Committee in the fall as part of the new community 

immigration strategy

• Hosted a reconciliation roundtable with the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in June

• Bringing together stakeholders to form a task force as follow-up
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT / IGNITE

• Ignite Fredericton is the chamber’s closest partner

• The work they are doing with cyber security, including Cyber Park is the most important 

Economic Development opportunity right now. Collectively, we have to continue to 

vocally support.

• Other examples of Ignite being focused on the “right things”

• Re-aligning priorities to match new provincial government

• Export Igniter Program

• Task force model to leverage community expertise (smart cities, creative sector, natural 

resources)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT / IGNITE

• Sisson Mine Project

• New watercourse approvals earlier this month. Inching closer to fruition. Ignite / Natural 

Resource Task Force must be ready to continue to provide support.

• City should look into incremental tax increases to encourage investment in new and 

older properties (Business Fredericton North has proposed previously)
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TOURISM

• Destination Marketing Fund – we have advocated to the provincial government for this 

along with the City for many years 

• Important that industry plays an active role in developing policies and particularly with how 

the money is spent

• A caveat we consistently included in our support – new DMF money should not replace 

existing dollars at the City.

• Disappointing that Moncton and Saint John will be ready to start collecting before Fredericton 

– opportunity for the three communities to roll out together
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DEVELOPMENT

• Congratulations on nearly $135 million in investment in 2018.

• We’ve met several times with local developers over the past couple of years, including 

once with City Planning and Engineering officials

• Developers should be treated more like clients – a client-service model would be ideal. 

i.e. a developer would have a single point of contact, who would navigate them through 

the process and different departments

• Lack of ‘ownership’ within City causes frustration and set backs
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IMMIGRATION

• City and Chamber on same page that population growth is critical

• Our focus has been on immigration and retaining post-secondary students (especially 

international students).

• We should all be proud of not only the new immigration strategy, but the collaborative 

nature of the stakeholders. That type of coordination is not possible in all (most?) 

communities.

• At the end of the day, the best population growth tools are a strong economy and livable 

community. All of our efforts have to work towards those two things.
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MISC

• We continue to take no position on a new performing arts centre or pool

• Taxis – Business community appreciates the City’s Transportation Committee trying to 

take on this frustrating issue – particularly important to tourism, restaurant/bar sectors

• Much better communication from City on summer road construction over past 3-4 years

• Congratulations on moving forward with the exhibition property
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QUESTIONS?

Thank you

• Presenters, Co-Chairs, Government Affairs Committee

• Bob Chisholm, McDonald’s Canada, Chamber 1st VP

• Jeff Saunders, Teed Saunders Doyle, Chamber 2nd VP
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Introduction 
 
The health of a community correlates with the state of its economic ecosystem. A supportive 
and robust business environment allows a city to grow and provide the services that citizens 
expect and deserve. With nearly 1,000 members, the majority of which are small businesses 
with deep ties to Fredericton, the chamber of commerce represents both a large swath of the 
local business community as well as its citizens. By advocating for its members, the chamber, by 
extension, is advocating for the community.  
 
The chamber commends City Council for being responsible stewards for Fredericton, which has 
positioned us to be a strong economic centre in the province with room to grow. The contents 
of this brief are meant to assist in achieving our full economic potential and build on the work 
that the City, the chamber, and numerous other groups and individuals have accomplished over 
many years.  
 
Economic Development 
 
The Fredericton chamber continues to enjoy a close, complementary working relationship with 
Ignite Fredericton. The willingness of Fredericton’s stakeholder organizations to genuinely work 
together is a distinct advantage we have over many other communities.  
 
Ignite’s work with cyber security, including Cyber Park is the most important economic 
development opportunities currently in front of the community. Collectively, we have to 
continue to vocally support the industry, the infrastructure being built and our place as the 
centre of critical infrastructure cyber security in the country.  
 
With new watercourse approvals earlier this month, the Sisson Mine Project is inching closer to 
fruition. The chamber, Ignite and it’s Natural Resource Task Force must be ready to continue to 
provide support as needed. There is no economic case if there isn’t an environmental case as 
well. We have to be able to rely on our regulators and institutions to make the right decisions 
and support projects moving forward. 
 
As has been previously suggested by the chamber and Business Fredericton North, the City 
should look into incremental tax increases (or advocating to the provincial government for 
needed legislative changes) to encourage investment in new and older properties. This would 
mean an investor would not pay the full amount of additional property tax costs based on 
increased assessment values. For example, in Year One after an increased assessment, the 
property owner might pay 10% of the total increase, 20% in Year Two and so on. 
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Tourism 
 
The chamber had advocated for provincial legislation for many years to enable local destination 
marketing levies. We were of course pleased that the current government did just that earlier 
this year. Now that the levy is becoming a reality, the best way to get it right the first time is to 
ensure that industry plays an active role in developing policies and particularly with how the 
money is spent. 
 
A caveat we consistently included in our support was that new DMF money should not replace 
existing tourism dollars at the City. When avoided as a replacement for marketing funding, such 
as being targeted for new opportunities such as luring significant events, it has the potential to 
create positive economic ripples for the hoteliers themselves and other local businesses.  
 
It is unfortunate that Moncton and Saint John will be ready to start collecting before 
Fredericton – it appears to be a missed opportunity for the three communities to roll out their 
levies together, given the work the communities have done to work together since the 2016 
municipal elections. 
 
 
Development 
 
The chamber was very pleased that Fredericton saw nearly $135 million in property investment 
in 2018 and its important to keep the momentum going. We think having a better working 
relationship with the development community could be a catalyst to such continued growth. 
We’ve met several times with local developers over the past couple of years, including once 
with City Planning and Engineering officials in attendance. 
 
The developers felt positive coming out of that meeting, but the momentum for collaboration 
seems to have waned.  
 
Developers feel that they should be treated more like clients – a client-service model would be 
ideal. A developer would have a single point of contact, who would navigate them through the 
process and different departments. Currently a lack of ‘ownership’ on development files within 
the City causes frustration and setbacks for development. Developers have also cited a lack of 
internal communication as being a hinderance to getting projects developed. 
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Immigration 
 
The City and the chamber on the same page that population growth is critical and we are happy 
to endorse and support the goal of 1,000 more residents per year for the next 25 years. 
 
Our focus has been on entrepreneurial immigration and retaining post-secondary students 
(especially international students). The City and the chamber have worked together for several 
years to help connect post-secondary students with the community and local employers 
through the Choose Fredericton initiative. The chamber also advocates for policy changes at the 
provincial and federal level to help facilitate retaining more students from abroad.  
 
We should all be proud of not only the new immigration strategy, but the collaborative nature 
of the stakeholders involved. With limited resources, it is important that groups working 
together do not duplicate efforts, which is wasteful at best. 
 
At the end of the day, the best population growth tools are a strong economy and livable 
community. Our efforts have to work towards those two things. 
 
Miscellaneous  
 

• As discussed when we last met in May 2018, the chamber continues to take no position 
on a new performing arts centre or pool.  

 
• The business community appreciates the City’s Transportation Committee trying to take 

on the various issues related to taxis.  Access to transportation is particularly important 
to tourism and restaurant/bar sectors. 

 
• The business community has appreciated much better communication from the City on 

summer road construction over the past 3-4 years.  
 
• Congratulations on finding a way to move forward with developing the exhibition 

property.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Fredericton chamber thanks the City of Fredericton’s Development Committee for the 
opportunity to present so that we can continue to find areas of alignment and cooperation. 
Maintaining open lines of communication, making transparent decisions and thoughtfully 
receiving feedback from constituents and stakeholders will be critical to our community’s 
continued success. 
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Development 
Committee Meeting
Fredericton City Hall
July 18, 2019
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Vision
Through our combined service brands we will be the preferred location for 

entrepreneurs and businesses to launch, locate and grow

Mission
To lead integrated economic development growth through diverse 

initiatives that create an environment for our community and businesses to 

be successful
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Our History
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Report Card 2018
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2019 Priorities
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Today’s Update
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Growth & Advocacy
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Fredericton’s Unique Value Proposition

❏ Access to Talent; academic leadership and capacity

❏ Center of Excellence for Research and Development

❏ Innovation leadership – 75% of all R&D in NB

❏ Access to decision makers – capital city

❏ Knowledge industry leadership – largest cluster in Atlantic Canada

❏ Business ROI – most competitive location in North America

 

Investment Attraction
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Priority Sectors for Investment

❏ Cybersecurity (Critical Infrastructure Protection)

❏ Smart Grid - Energy Innovation

❏ Cannabis (Value Add, Pharma, R&D)

❏ Smart City (IT, Engineering)

Digital Product Development Living Lab

 

Investment Attraction
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Local Market Growth
Business Concierge Services

Tailored service is offered to business owners and entrepreneurs through our 

new model of concierge services. These services can range from 

❏ Navigation of financing options

❏ Access to our financing programs (Impact & SEED Loan)

❏ Direct referral to partners; ex. Dept. Post Secondary Education Training 

and Labour ( HR, Workforce Expansion etc) Opportunities NB, 

Fredericton Chamber of Commerce  

❏ Business Counselling

❏ Talent Access

 
Introduction →Growth →Maturity →Revitalization → Saturation / Decline
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Local Market Growth

Strategic Sector Initiatives  
❏ The Natural Resources Taskforce
❏ The Creative Sector Taskforce

Advocacy for natural resources development and subsequent economic 

development activity is the core focus of the taskforce. 

The mission of the Arts and Culture Taskforce is to bring together the multiple 

disciplines and drive entrepreneurial development within the arts and culture 

sector.  
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Opportunity

• Continue to bridge experiential learning to our local market growth 

opportunities

• Maintain leadership in the Cyber sector with/through Knowledge Park Cyber 

Centre

• Leverage the Innovation District and its strong R&D ecosystem 

Innovation District + Digital Product Development Living Lab = Economic Development

• Develop talent and attract population growth

 Start Up Visa, Immigration, Student Retention
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Next steps

Asking for continued support on key initiatives

○ immigration strategy

○ workforce development

○ experiential learning

○ growth development
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Thank you
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License Plate Machine Vision 
Project Results!

Prepared for Adam Bell and Meredith Gilbert
Presented by Phillip Curley HotSpot CEO
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End product

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7guHUTCe_Go
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HotSpot Background

Began in Fredericton August 2013- Bias to Yes!

13 person company all based in Fredericton - On King Street

Provide parking and transit mobile payments and optimization solutions for operators

Service: Municipalities, Hospitals, Airports, Universities and Private Operators
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Relationship with the City

Spin off out of UNB 

First and most important client

Work hand and hand to build solutions here and export
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Positive outcome created process inefficiency 

HotSpot small usage originally -Average user 4-5 monthly

Over time usage grew and officers typed in more plates

Needed a better solution
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Analysis

Solution is quite costly average $20,000 per handheld 

HotSpot’s clients have been asking for better options

Let’s build it.
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Methodology

Create a license plate scanning solution via handheld - Didn’t work in Atlantic Canada 

Restraints

● Conservation Plates
● Easy and work from angles

● Battery life
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Approached City + NBIF + NBCC

NBIF- Investor in HotSpot

Innovation Voucher 80% of funds up to $80,000

City of Fredericton - $20,000 

12 month timeline - NBCC research team holds money and pays staff
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Approach

NBCC made a pilot program

Collaborative Partnership

Collected roughly 30,000 plates

Switched over to machine learning algorithm (AI)

Collaboration (train machine, human aspect) 
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Results Efficiency

Efficiency increase Trending  40+ %

Increased compliance long term 

Reduced Manual search - twice

Actuals 
5456              2881                ~5000                 7104           3802 (may 10th)
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Enabled Permits system in Fredericton

Improved Customer Experience - No lines!

Buy permits online - Efficient Enforcement 

Reduced demand on Front line Staff  100 + less monthly visits to front end staff 
https://vimeo.com/295628441
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HotSpot Benefits

2 full time staff - NBCC after the project

1 full time sales staff

Launched permits:

● Peterborough
● Halifax

● Cape Breton 
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Access to New Markets

Peterborough

Kenora

Greater Sudbury
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Outcomes

Fredericton keep technology at no cost

Focus on better management long term parking 

Build on this for other additional  tools 
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